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Abstract- This paper gives us the development of  IOT based system for wireless heartbeat,  temperature, 

swetting and respiratory rate monitoring using wi-fi module with the help of this we can easily provide an 

information about the patient health parameter to the doctors. In india many patients are dying because not 

getting proper help during the period. For give them proper help and treatment we can to continuous monitoring 

of patient health.This system help us to give proper or quick service to save many lives. The system developed 

for ICU in hospital and also for home.In this paper we had reviewed about different communication based 

patient monitoring system such as GSM, Bluetooth ,Zigbee,Web service and internet etc 

Key words – Internet of things, patient health monitor, GSM,PMS etc. 

1. INTRODUCTION   

We know that in recent year the growth of internet is 

tremendous and also extended by connecting various 

things through internet all devices are connected to 

each other with smart technology to create a world 

wide network called internet of things. The 

development of technologies such as IOT, generate a 

huge amount of data leads to new age of information. 

Data generated by IOT device are use analysis and 

decision making process. With the development of 

world patient health monitoring is used in every field 

such as hospitals, home care unit, sports. So by 

considering this we have design an IOT based ICU 

patient monitoring system.   In the intensive care unit 

in hospital, thousands of lives have been save in 

recent year because of careful and accurate 

monitoring afforded by this equipment. Essentially 

patients are monitored because they have an 

unbalanced in their body system. This can be caused 

by heart attack or stroke, for example, or it may be the 

result of surgical operation, which can drastically 

disturb this system. By continuous monitoring the 

patient problem can be detected as they occur and 

remedies taken before this problem get out of hand. 

The need of patient health monitoring has been 

recognized for centuries. The 24 hours nurse for the 

critically ill patients has, over the year, become a 

familiar part of hospital scene. But only in last few 

year has different equipments  are designed and 

manufactured that is reliable enough and sufficiently 

accurate to be used extensively for patient monitoring. 

Nurses are still there  but rolls have changed 

somewhat, for they now have powerful tools at there 

disposal for acquiring and assimilating information 

about the patient under their care. They are therefore 

able to render better service to a large number of 

patient and are better able to react promptly and 

properly to an emergency situation. With the 

capability of providing an immediate alarm in the 

event of certain abnormalities. In the behavior of 

patient parameter monitoring equipment makes it 

possible to summon a physician or nurse in time to  

 

 

 

administer emergency aid, often before permanent 

damage can occur. The monitoring system enables the 

physician to give a patient the correct drug rapidly. 

This system help us to provide information about 

patient to the doctor instantly. In this system patient 

parameter likr heart rate, temperature, sweating and 

respiratory rate are measured and show it to doctor on 

the web page available in doctors mobiles and on 

laptops also .For monitoring patient health condition 

if notify when there is any valid changes take place 

this notification would help us to take appropriate 

action at an instance at a time. This would help us to 

have a patients from future help problem which would 

arise.  

 

 2.LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 2.1.Java- enable 3G mobile phone based PMS 

 

      This proposed system was developed in 2007. 

This system is mainly divided in three parts such as 

patient monitoring system, remote information server 

and Java enable 3G mobile phone. All are connected 

by the internet and 3G mobile network. This system is 

composed of bedside monitor, central patient monitor 

and PC used by medical staff in hospital. Bedside 

monitors can collect the several patients information 

and stored in central station monitor. In this proposed 

system the patients information includes numeric 

signal data, text data and real time waveform data can 

be extracted by remote information server and it can 

be changed into the recognizable pattern for Java 

jiglet application on the mobile phone, with the help 

of PHP web application. The 3G mobile phone carries 

an multiple task function like Java based application 

during voice call and also using internet and 3G 

mobile network, the Java jiglet application on the  
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mobile phone receives the data and display visual 

information on the screen of mobile to the doctor [1]. 

 

 

2.2. Ubiquitous health monitoring system (UHMS) 

 

   The proposed system was developed by japan 

people in 2008. In this five types of biological signal 

data (blood pressure, ECG, glucose, temperature, 

weight) are monitored. And this information collected 

from the U house. This system consists of two main 

server: U-house server and central repository server. 

the name of central repository server as 

BIRD(Biometric integrated repository data based).  

The role of U-house server is to compressed the 

biosignal data and upload it to the BIRD. And the role 

of BIRD is to stored the biosignal data and provide 

easy to use interface to access the data for the health 

practitioner and U –house tenants [2].they have 

developed a web based biosignal monitoring system  

Which is used for ubiquitous health environment. It 

involves multiple level technical challenges there are 

some unsolved technical issues which should not be 

minimized at the designing level first is effective 

management of the biosignal data and second issue 

will be autromatic interpretation of the measure data 

this sytem should detect abnormal finding and send 

the warning message to the responcible personal. It 

can be detect automatically. The basic normal pattern 

and abnormal pattern are predefined and implemented 

in this system. This will be the hardest step in the 

ubiquitous health arena.[2]. 

  

2.3. Zigbee based PMS system 

 

  The praposed system made of two subsystem 

:patient physical states data acquisition and 

communication system based on zigbee technology 

and hospital monitoring and control system .The main 

function of the system depends on patient movement 

intact,on the basis of patient movement parameter can 

be continously monitor and recorded rel time with 

wireless multiple sensor terminal and doctor can 

analys the patient with physical parameter. the 

measureddata can send to the hospital monitor and 

control center wirelessly. the hospital monitornig 

center recivethedata from each patient and save it to 

the database and the diagnosisis is done with the help 

of diagnosis software. to find  the problems of patient, 

doctor can analys the data and take proper action .this 

system is useful in shorts distance communication[3]. 

 

2.4.GSM based PMS  

 

        The praposed system consist of both software 

and hardware.In this system the code is written in C 

and is burnt  into the microcontroller using flash 

programmer.The patient paramter like heart beat 

,temperature and blood pressure are measured in fixed 

time interval and stored it in memory if they are 

within limit, mean while system will continously 

monitor the parameter. In this system perticular time 

period is decided if doctor can not respond within 

time then the buzzer will ring.the GSM module 

message will be read  by microcontroller to generate a 

signal. GSM provides longer distance communication. 

The major disadvantage of this system is that the 

nurse or any medical staff has to manually fed the 

data to transfer to the respectve doctor ,it take much 

time[4]. 

 

2.5.Bluetooth based PMS   

  

   The praposed system consist of both hardware and 

software. The main function of the system is to 

measure temperature,electrocardiogram and electro 

encephalogram(EEG) bye different hardware.The 

information is transfer via bluetooth to the 

smartphones and it stored in SD card which is inserted 

in the smartphone.The main disadvantage of the 

system is that the use of bluetooth which in perticular 

range only.  

  

2.6.IOT based PHMS 

 

The proposed system developed in 2016. It gives the 

main idea to provide better and health service to 

patient. This system is to provide continous 

monitoring of patient.This system is is easy to handle 

to everyone.its connectivity through the server by 

usinf wi-fi module and it can stored the data is in the 

number form.The data can be ransmit and recieves 

from long distance using IOT. It gives solution for 

village area hospitals and patient for easy to 

communicate with superior option. It can use less 

power onsumption  and fast to communicate to the 

other device[6].  

 

3.CONCLUSION  

 

Table 1: comparison of different technologies 
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IoT based ICU patient monitoring system is better 

than the above technology as shown in table 1, patient 

health monitoring system design based on the patient 

need.IOT based system gives an exact result as 

comapared to other system. As per consideration of 

advance system, each system has its own advantage. 

Each health monitoring system has different 

specification as per patient’s requirement. This system 

provides more medical instrument facility on single 

system on-chip compare to conventional system. This 

system takes less than 1 minute to calculate result 

related to health condition. Size also reduces 

compared to the conventional system because of 

integration of number of medical instrument on single 

chip. So, size, cost and complexity also reduce. 

Because of wireless data transmission over internet, 

health related data will be send to doctor’s personal 

computer or on his mobile. So, need to go hospital 

every time and sending massage to the doctor gets 

immediate remedy related to the health condition. 
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